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ABSTRACT 
The following report deals i n  preliminary fashion with the transmission 
through a fuselage of random noise generated on the fuselage skin by a tur- 
bulent boundary layer.  The concept of attenuation is  abandoned and instead 
the problem i s  formulated a s  a sequence of two l i nea r  couplings: the turbu- 
l e n t  boundary layer  fluctuations exci te  the fuselage skin in l a t e r a l  vibra- 
t ions and the skin vibrations induce sound inside the fuselage. The techniques 
used are  those required t o  determine the response of l i nea r  systems t o  ranaom 
forcing functions of several variables. A certain degree of ideal izat ion has 
been resorted to .  Thus the boundary layer  i s  assumed loca l ly  homogeneous, 
the fuselage skin i s  assumed f l a t ,  unlined and f ree  from axial loads and the 
"cabin" air is  bounded only by the vibrating p la te  so that only outgoing 
waves a re  considered. Some of the de t a i l s  of the s t a t i s t i c a l  description 
have been simplified i n  order t o  reveal the basic features of the problem. 
The resu l t s ,  s t r i c t l y  applicable only t o  the l imit ing case of thin 
boundary layers ,  show t h a t  the sound pressure in tens i ty  is  proportional t o  
the square of the f r ee  stream density, the squsre of cabin air density 
and inversely proportional t o  the f i r s t  power of the damping constant and 
t o  the second power of the p la te  density. The dependence on f ree  stream 
velocity and boundary layer  thickness cannot be given i n  general without a 
detai led knowledge of the character is t ics  of the  pressure fluctuations i n  
the boundary layer  ( i n  par t icu lar  the frequency spectrum). For a flat 
spectrum the noise in tens i ty  depends on the f i f t h  power of the velocity 
and the first power of the boundary layer  thickness. This suggests t h a t  
boundary layer  removal i s  probably not an econamical means of decreasing 
cabin noise. 
I n  general, the a;nalysis presented here only reduces the determination 
of cabin noise in tens i ty  t o  the measurement of the e f f ec t  of any one of 
four variables ( f r ee  stream velocity, boundary l a k r  thiclmess , pla te  
thickness o r  the character is t ic  velocity of propagation i n  the p la te ) .  
The p la te  generates noise by vibrating i n  resonance over a wide 
range of frequencies and increasing the dnmping constant i s  consequently 
an effect ive method of decreasing noise generation. 
One of the main features of the resu l t s  i s  t h a t  the  relevent quantit ies 
upon which noise in tens i ty  depends are  non-dimensional numbers i n  which boundary 
layer  and p la te  properties enter  as  ra t ios .  This i s  taken a s  an indication 
tha t  i n  t e s t i ng  models of s t ructures  f o r  boundary layer  noise it is not 
suff ic ient  t o  duplicate i n  the  model the s t ruc tura l  character is t ics  of the 
fuselage. One must match properly the character is t ics  of the exci t ing 
pressure fluctuations t o  t h a t  of the structure.  
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In  h i s  e f fo r t s  t o  minimize the  noise leve ls  f o r  W c h  he i s  responsible, 
the airplane designer has had t o  pay increasing at tent ion t o  a source of 
noise which u n t i l  recently had been ignored. This i s  the boundary layer .  
The boundary layer  w i l l  generate noise whenever it i s  the sea t  of any 
f luctuat ing phenomensn. I n  par t icu lar  it w i l l  nurture randam pressure 
fluctuations whenever it i s  turbulent. 
The designer's i n t e r e s t  w i l l  natural ly  center on the  character is t ics  
of t ha t  part  of the boundary layer  noise which has been transmitted through 
the fuselage skin and in to  the  cabin rather  than on t h a t  pa r t  which i s  
radiated in to  the free-stream. This i s  so because the  radiation in tens i ty  
is, a s  we sha l l  see, a rapidly increasing function of the velocity of the 
boundary with respect t o  the  air and t o  a l i k e l y  observer outside a fuselage 
e i the r  the re la t ive  velocity of the plane i s  low (as  near a take-off o r  
landing) o r  the plane i s  considerably dis tant .  
As a consequence the prac t ica l  question which has t o  be raised concerns 
the e f fec ts  on a fuselage skin, and on the air which it encloses, of the 
boundary layer  pressure fluctuations acting d i r ec t ly  on the skin." 
Two features of t h i s  problem are  worth noting: To begin with, the 
fuselage w i l l  transmit noise only by deflect ing l a t e r a l ly .  The thickness 
of the skin is  very small  when compared t o  the wave length i n  metal of 
audLble sound waves so tha t ,  effect ively there a re  no f luctuat ing pressure 
gradients within the skin and hence the l a t t e r  w i l l  not o sc i l l a t e  i n  l a t e r a l  
compression. 
I n  the second place, the turbulent pressure fluctuations i n  the boundary 
layer  are random both i n  space and i n  time. The fluctuations are generated 
local ly .  I f  they a re  measured simultaneous;ly at two different  points of 
the boundary layer ,  say on the skin i t s e l f ,  they a re  found t o  have no 
relationship with each other unless the two points a re  separated by a very 
short distance. Alike the d u e  of the pressure fluctuation at a given 
point soon loses  correlation with i tself .*  
- 
*P?oise in tens i ty  i s  defined i n  this report a s  pi2/Poai. It i s  assrrmcd t h a t  
this i s  the physical quantity of in te res t .  It has the dimensions of an 
energy flux; but it i s  not necessarily e q u l  t o  the energy flux at some 
point in  the f i e ld ,  nor i s  it necessarily equal t o  the density of 
eneray radiated away ( l o s t )  by the fuselage. 
?Recen t ly  two authors (Refs. 5 & 6 )  have suggested t h a t  the randomness i n  
time i s  not independent of the randomness i n  space; i . e . ,  t ha t  the pressure 
fluctuations a t  the w a l l  are created by the  convection at a single speed 
of a "frozen" pat tern of pressure disturbances. Some at tent ion i s  paid 
l a t e r  t o  t h i s  even tud i ty  which i s  t rea ted  a s  a special  case. 
Tale are  thus l ed  t o  visualize the process of transmission of boundary 
layer noise through the metal skin of the fuselage a6 follows: A multitude 
of external pressure pulses push the e l a s t i c  sldn i n  and out and the skin, 
i n  turn,  nbt unlike a se t  of distributed pistons, creates inside the fuse- 
lage pressure waves which propagate and superimpose. This constitutes cabin 
noise. 
It i s  of course desirable t o  determine the character is t ics  of t h i s  
noise. One should point out tha t  the data fo r  the problem are not complete 
and are  not l i ke ly  t o  be so i n  the near future.  Specifically the structure 
of the turbulent mechanism within the boundary layer  and, i n  par t icular  
of the coupling between pressure fluctuations,  velocity fluctuations and 
temperature fluctuations i s  not enough explained or  measured t o  define 
wholly our forcing function. Bs a conseq ce it i s  not now possible t o  
define say average cabin noise intensi ty  3 as  a function of say, f ree 
stream Mach number, Reynolds number and plate  characteristics.  It i s  
however possible and it i s  the purpose of t h i s  report t o  indicate the 
approximate functional dependence o f 7  on these quantit ies and thus 
t o  give s imilar i ty  rules which w i l l  reduce t o  a minimum the amount of 
tes t ing  required. 
We assume a t  the outset that the boundary layer unsteady pressure 
f i e l d  i s  known and tha t  it induces small deflections i n  the skin. As a 
consequence 
( a )  The skin dynamics are  described by a l inear  eqwtion 
(b)  The generation of a random pressure f i e l d  inside the cabin 
i s  a l inear  radiation problem. 
Thus the mathematical techniques used are those required t o  obtain 
the response of l inear  systems t o  stochastic forcing functions of several 
variables . 
Iie also assume the fuselage. t o  be a large f l a t  plate .  This assumption 
i s  not necessary but it simplifies the discussion and allows us t o  present 
more clear ly the new features of the problem. 
The material i n  t h i s  report i s  presented as follows: F i r s t  we study 
the radiation of sound from a randomly vibrating plate .  It i s  found tha t  
the sound levels  i n  the cabin are defined by the intensi ty  and the scales 
of the plate  normal accelerations. 
Second, generalized Fourier analysis i s  put t o  use i n  order t o  re la te  
the normal acceleration of the plate  t o  the forces exerted-on it by the 
boundary layer flow. 
Third, the boundary layer forces are  defined i n  terms of flow character- 
i s t i c s ,  and di,mensional s imilar i ty  i s  used t o  determine the significant 
parameters. 
Finally,  the functional form of the noise in tens i ty  i n  the cabin i s  
given save fo r  an unknown function of one non-dimensional parameter. This 
function depends on the frequency spectrum of the pressure fluctuations 
i n  the boundary layer.  No measurements yielding t h i s  spectrum have been 
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reported t o  date and speculations concerning it would introduce i n  the 
analysis both complication and uncertainty. 
A stamnary of resul ts  i s  given at the end of the report. Some 
derivations and some of the longer arguments have been presented as  
appendices t o  the tex t .  
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I. THE ACOUSTIC COUPLING OF A RANWl$lY 
VIBRATING PLATE \JITH A I R  AT REST 
We start with Rayleigh's well known solution of the acoustic equations 
when the sound i s  generated i n  an otherwise unbounded stationary gas by a 
large flat p la te  o r  disc osc i l la t ing  normally t o  i ts  plane ( ~ e f .  1 page 107). 
where : 
the s t a t i c  pressure p has been broken in to  a steady pa r t  p and 
a fluctuating par t ,  p i  : 
- 
P = P (x,y,z) + pi(x,y,z,t) 
V, = the normal velocity of the plate  
dw = an element of plate  surface area 
&I = the speed of sound i n  the a i r  
= the vector position over which the integration i s  carried out 
(31 = the distance between source and f i e l d  points 
A = the t o t a l  area of the plate  
The subscript i refers  t o  properties inside the cabin o r  on the side of the 
plate  on which air i s  not flowing. 
The no- acceleration bvn/bt i s  a random m c t i o n  of time space 
and so i s  p i .  We wish t o  evaluate the mean square of the pressure ( a  quantity 
t o  which sound in tens i ty  i s  d i rec t ly  proportional). 
We notice t ha t  f o r  a sum 
- - -  - 
*This discussion follows closely the arguments s e t  for th i n  ref .  3 and the 
background of information on s t a t i s t i c a l  methods can be found i n  re f .  2. 
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and since = az i f  a does not depend on time, we can write 
Now the expression. 
i s  the correlation ( i  .e. the time average of t h e ~ r o d u c t l  of the normal 
acceleration of the plate  surface a t  two points S1 and S and a t  two 
different t m e s  (h -  Q./,i ) and ( t - azh. I f  the two poings vlbrate 
completely independently from each other, this expression i s  zero and 
if the two points are brought together (sl-ks2, therefore rl+r2) the 
correlation function i s  s h p l y ( d v n / b t ) z  - Now w e ' a s s m  tha t  the average 
properties of the plate  motion are the same anywhere on i t s  surface and 
a t  any time (we assume s t a t i s t i c a l  homogeneity aud stat ionari ty) .  Then the 
expression abovefor the correlation becomes merely a f'unction of the 
distance ( g- Sp \ )  between the two points and of ( f i t -  'I=) We c a l l  t h i s  
function : 3 Q L  
b v* 
b t  cri 
then 
- 
Now we can evaluate pi2 (Y) under a variety of assumptions for#  , f o r  the 
plate  area A and fo r  the distance Y between the plate  and the observer. We 
w i l l  consistently hold the view tha t  the normal acceleration a t  most points 
of the plate  surface are not correlated (*=o) and t ha t  two points of 
the plate ,  i n  order t o  show appreciable correlation, m u s t  be a mmLL 
fraction of the t o t a l  plate  size away from each other. 
We define a s h  the mean distitance over which("$t) i s  strongly 
correlated ( i  .e . -1 ) and c a l l  it the Integral  (length) s c a l e .  
* The integral  scale is given, say i n  the x-direction by 
Our hypotheria can then be expressed a s  
h cc x 
where R i s  the average l inear  dimension of the plate.  
A representative case* 
Suppose tha t  the observer distance Y t o  the plate  i s  such tha t  
h Cc Y <( 
and that no appreciable phase difference can a r i s e  a t  Y between two strongly 
correlated sigaals ( i  .e . , between sound pulses originating within A of 
each other) .  Then, if we examined equation ( 3 )  
we see t t the inner integral  contributes very litt$ except when the 
t e ly  within a distance X of. S, . Then, approximately point $ i s  appro% 
Q-- "1 " WZ( T h u  the inner integral  i s  approximately 
and equation (3 )  can be rewritten 
We should note t ha t  
The in tegra l  i n  (4) i s  not f i n i t e  i f  the p la te  area A is in f in i t e  
The length scale h plays no role i n  the geometry of the problem. 
The integral. i s  a function of Y, the distance t o  the plate ,  and the p la te  
dimensionr, only. For instance i f  the plate  is circular  and of , rad ius  R 
* This case is  t reated more rigorously i n  Appendix I A  
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It is apparent from this r e su l t  t h a t  the distance Y from the plate  t o  
the observer is  measured i n  terms of p la te  diameters, and not i n  terms 
of average correlation lengths or  wave l eng thsA . This resu l t  holds f o r  
all the cases considered (see Appendix I) and depends only on the 
assumption that at a given time the p la te  vibrations are  largely un- 
correlated or incoherent .* 
Here, i n  e f fec t ,  hz loses  i t s  ident i ty  and combines with [avn/dt)2 
t o  define a strength. 
Equation (4) indicates t ha t  i n  order t o  evaluate the pressure 
in tens i ty  f o r  the case considered above, one r u s t  f i r s t  determine (a- 
the mean square normal. acceleration of the p la te  and h , the length 
scale f o r  the p la te  deflections.  Other cases ( i .e .  cases for  which 
e i the r  the plate  def lects  different ly or  the observer moves closer  t o  
i t )  a r e  t reated i n  Appendix I A .  For s m e  of them the time scale  or  
mean period is required as  w e l l  as  . 
We rewrite Equation (4) 
where 4 (9 t Y)  is a function of the p la te  geometry and of the distance Y 
between the observer and the p la te .  It is defined from equation (4) as 
Notice t ha t  i f  the in tegra l  scale is  not the same in the x f  and i n  
the z' direct ion we may simply subst i tute  i n  equation (6) A%' and A%' 
f o r  h 
* This r e su l t  holds, a s  Appendix IB shows, even when the pressure is 
generated by the t r ave l  through air at r e s t  of a "randomly bumpy p la te"  
i .e., when the time-wjlse and space-wise variations of upwash are  not 
independent. Tlie l a t t e r  example i s  therefore quite d i s t i nc t  from the 
flow of an in f in i t e  (periodically) wavy wall for  which the only 
charac te r i s t ic  length is the wave length. 
11. THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SKIN 
The response of the bare fuselage skin t o  the random pressure f i e l d  
of the boundary layer i s  given, i n  the absence of axial loads, by a plate  
equation. For a f l a t  plate  t h i s  equation i s  
where x and z are the coordinates along the plate  surface (x  being the 
free stream direct ion) ,  y the deflection of the plate  at a point,  E the 
modulus of e l a s t i c i t y  of the plate  material, Q i ts  dens i ty , f lPoisson ' s  
r a t i o ,  2h the thickness of the p la te ,  f l  a damping constant which ha8 
dimensions ( 1 / ~ ) .  Damping rnay*be present because energy i s  absorbed e i ther  
within the skin or  by the air. For air damping p rc 8 /=h 
Notice tha t  t o  allow fo r  a i r  damping i s  t o  provide fo r  a feedback i n  
the coupling between the plate  and the air a t  r e s t .  On the other hand 
we exclude feedback between the plate  and the boundary layer.  I n  other 
terms we are  not considering -the poss ib i l i ty  t ha t  t h e  p la te  vibrations 
are  large enough t o  induce time-dependent pressure gradients of the same 
order of maeitude as  our forcing function. Such a feedback would amount 
t o  panel f l u t t e r .  It cannot be handled by the present method. 
f (x , z , t )  i s  the random force/unit mass exerted by the pressure 
fluctuations on the plate  surface. It i s  characterized by a power spectral 
density F(k1,k2,w) which i s  a continuous function of the wave numbers kl 
( i n  the x direct ion) ,  kg ( i n  the z direction) and of the-frequency 0 .  
The coefficient E / ~ C  (1-p2) has the dimensions of a velocity squared 
and it is  defined as  c2. 
+The skin construction may be such tha t  the damping it causes i s  primarily 
viscous or  primarily flexural.  I n  the l a t t e r  case it seems more appropriate 
t o  write with Ribner ( r e f .  5)  
- ( l + ; P ~ ) ~ ~ * ? b t :  + P a ~ t = 6 ( 9 b t t )  
S u (  l -PC) 
where & i s  the flexural damping constant due t o  the plate  andba  the 
damping due t o  the energy radiated t o  the air. As i s  shown i n  Appendix I B  
the noise intensi ty  within the fuselage may or  may not be related t o  the 
acoustic energy radiated by the plate  and thus 
zero. 
We s t i l l  have t o  specify the space-wise boundary conditions on the 
p la te  and we are  led, f o r  the sake of simplicity, t o  e i ther  one of two 
l imit ing cases. In  the f i r s t  case, the forcing function ( the random 
pressure f i e l d  i n  the boundary layer)  i s  characterized by an in tegra l  
scale so large tha t  a t  a given time, a skin area betwsen two s t i f feners  
(assumed r ig id)  is very l i k e l y  t o  be subjected t o  a pressure load of the 
same s igq  (see Fig. I a ) .  This allows us t o  express y and f as functions 
of t only. 
Z O R X  ZOR X 
In the second case, the in tegra l  scale of the forcing function i s  very 
small i n  comparison with the distance between two s t i f feners  and the 
behavior of the skin i s  i n  the average very much a s  though the supports 
were removed t o  i n f in i ty  (see Fig. Ib) .  The r e a l  case w i l l  i n  general 
be intermediate between these two l imit ing examples. However, the f i r s t  
case seems t o  apply t o  boundary layers of excessive thickness: A 
reasonable guess f o r  the average correlat ion length might be one dis- 
placement thickness 8 *; f o r b *  t o  be larger  than the spacing between 
s t i f feners  (of the order of a foot)  the bomdary layer  thickness d would 
have t o  be of the order of f i ve  f e e t  o r  more. This unlikely case is treated 
i n  reference (7). 
On the other hand, the second l imit ing case (Fig. Ib) would seem 
t o  provide a reasonable model f o r  boundary layer  thickness not exceeding 
one foot .  TNs i s  the model discussed now. 
a )  The Mean Acceleration 
AccordLng t o  our assumption, the average motion 
i s  not sensibly affected by the presence of s t i f feners .  A large number 
of pulses ac t  on the skin a t  a given t h e  between two consecutive 
s t i f feners .  The random pulses may be positive or  negative and thus 
there w i l l  be a large number of load reversals between sypports. Then 
the e f fec t  of the boundary conditions can be expected t o  become small, 
i n  the average. Consequently one can define a generalized admittance and 
use it i n  much the same way as  i s  often done i n  one-dimensional problems." 
For instance, the mean square plate  displacement i s  given by 
Here the mean square of the forcing function f i s  re lated t o  the 
spectrum F by: 
l / g i s  the generalized admittance, and kl, k2 and C3 are respectively 
the wave number i n  the x direction, the wave number i n  the z directiou 
and the frequency. The determination of l & i s  easy once it i s  realized 
tha t  t h i s  expression i s  the square of the Fourier transform of the 
fundamental solution and so can be written by inspection. Thus an 
average solution of (7) i s :  
and 
- +a, dbilw Q( a,, a,,,) ( 9 )  
["";(4:+ 4:.)'-q+ 
Equation ( 9 )  gives the mean square response of an unbounded plate  t o  
a random forcing function. One should notice that the plate  w i l l  always 
exhibit  resonance no matter what value the damping constant 13 may have. 
This resonance occurs, not a t  a given frequency or a t  a s e t  of discrete 
+ See i n  par t icular  reference (2) .  
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THE AD-CE MAP FOR AN UNBOUNDED PLllTE 
FIGURE 2 
frequencies but over the whole frequency spectrum, whenever the follow- 
ing  relationship obtains between frequencies and wave numbers :* 
We can  visualize the resonance condition as a cres t  o r  ridge i n  the 
wave space (see Fig. 2) which originates at the l i n e  k2 = ( 3 / c h G  and 
which becomes higher and steeper as  the wave number and the frequency 
increase. Thus the effective -ping i s  a function of the exciting 
frequency . 
b) The Lens;th Scale h 
Equation (6) shows tha t  h2 i s  needed as well as  ( a ~ , / ~ t ) ~ .  
Now h is a length scale.  It was defined, say i n  the x direction as  
and could be termed the equivalent length of perfect correlation. 
There are  various ways of evaluating the in tegra l  scale.  Perhaps 
the most convenient one f o r  our purpose i s  tbt (found fo r  instance in 
Ref. 2 Eq. 115) which is derived from the relationship between correla- 
t i o n  functions and spectral  functions. Thus i f  a stationary random f'unc- 
t i o n  ~ ( t )  possesses a correlation function which is  suff icient ly well 
behaved, 
* Here resonance i s  defined a s  the maximum of the response curve 1/g(k) 
 holding^ constant. The locus of maximae holding k constant i s  given 
by: 
These maximae correspond only fo r  zero damping. 
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one can define a spectral  density function 
Now f o r  the part icular  case W = 0, this gives 
Since 
we have the r e su l t  t ha t  
We have already obtained a formal representation f o r  the spectral  density 
function of the plate .  It i s  the integrand of Eq. ( 9 )  so we can write, 
i n  view of (10) 
and a similar expression f o r  hy. 
5 
111. THE FORCING FUNCrION 
We suppose tha t  a turbulent boundary lapr develops on the skin of 
the  airplane (on one side of our   late). The forces which excite the 
p la te  a re  the pressure fluctuations experienced by the plate  i t s e l f .  
We assume tha t  a l l  character is t ics  of the boundary layer  axe fixed once 
we have specified the  boundary layer thickness b,  the f ree  stream 
velocity Uoo and densityp, . In  terms of pressure fluctuations t h i s  
implies that a t  a fixed point of the "wetted" surface of the skin, we 
have f o r  the mean square pressure fluctuations 
- 
and the integral  scales, i .e . 
are proportional t o  6. Also the re la t ive  contribution t o  pressure 
in tens i ty  of the various frequency bands must be a function of Urn,&, 
and only SO t h a t a f  i s  a random fi~nct ion of three independent 
variables, x, z ,t, P. i s  re lated t o  a three-dimensional spectrum by: 
such tha t  : 
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Loosely speaking, this means that a characteristic frequency for pressure 
fluctuations is proportional to Uo3 /J and a characteristic wave length is 
proportional to d . Now the forcing function of Eq. (7) is a force/unit 
mass so that according to our similarity hypothesis 
One can thus define a spectral function associated with the forcing 
function f (x, z, t) : 
and thus 
Here F2 is a function of K1, K2, and Jt. only and these are non-dimensional 
variables : 
a5 wS/uO. 
Y, a W'b 
K I S  AcS 
- 
In terms of these non-dimensional units, Eq. (8) becomes: 
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and Eq. ( 9 )  becomes 
which can be written 
Again, F2 is a function of the in.Gegratlon variable only, so that one 
can write 
c" hq 
Equation (14) yields the two-non-dimensional parameters upon which the 
plate dynamics depend. The first one, C h /5 is the product of a 
- - - -  
speed of free stream 
number' (speed of propagation of waves in the plate ) and a 
boundary layer thickness 
thickness ratio ( plate thickness ) The second one, 
is a non-dimensional dimping parameter which is, alike, a function of 
plate and free stream properties. 
If we treat the equation for the integral scale (Eq. 11) in the 
same way, we notice that no new non-dimensional parameter occurs, so 
that, at most 
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We now wish to investigate the form of the functions H and L in 
Eqs. (14) and (15) respectively. First, we make an assumption which 
is not strictly necessary but which simplifies the manipulation of 
Eq. (12). We take the function F(K,, K~,R) to be symmetric in K, 
and Kt , which leads us to define a new wave number. 
and to write 
Thus, Eq. (13) becomes 
K ~ K + ( ~ , R )  
Q"hC 
-6'.0g 
Now, the damping parameter Ps/& is assumed small and under these 
circumstances it can be shown (see Appendix 11) that 
The 8md.l  difference between these two integrals can easily be evaluated 
fpr ezbitrarily small  values of Ps/uoo even though both integrals eze 
unbounded as / 3 3 9 .  This leads us to believe that for low damping the 
main contribution to the inner integral comes from the resonance condition 
K, S"R sx 
Thus, if the spectral flmction F(JL,K) is reasonably wide, i.e. if d ~ / b  K( 1 
over a large range of K, Eq. (16) suggests that we write 
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The requirement t ha t  F be f l a t  i n  K when compared t o  l/X(K) i s  equivalent 
t o  the requirement t ha t  the average correlation distance o r  integral  scale 
for  the boundary layer pressure fluctuations be smEtll compared t o  integral  
scale of the plate  deflection. Translated i n  physical terms the simplifica- 
t i on  suggested here i s  prompted by the following remark: If the plate  
has some s t i f fness ,  it makes l i t t l e  difference whether the forcing 
function i s  asslrmed t o  be distributed over s m a l l  distances o r  made of con- 
centrated loads (see Fig. 3) 
Thus a sat isfactory model fo r  the problem a t  hand would be the impact of 
ra in  drops on a metal roof. Equation (16) al1ows.u~ t o  integrate over K, 
t o  get 
The expression 
can be evaluated only It may be an increasing 
!Che function H defined by Eq. (14) can be written: 
where f,, i s  an unspecified function related by (18) t o  the boundary 
layer pressure spectrum. 
- 
In order t o  determFne pi2 we need t o  f ind o.ut, i n  addition, &at 
quantities the integral  scale h depends on. Here we lgake use of con- 
siderations which are similar t o  those yielding Eq. (16) (see Appendix 111). 
The resul t  i s  tha t  
where f2  i s  another function related t o  the boundary layer  pressure 
spectrum by 111(4). Now we are able t o  write Eq. (6) as  
Here 
Expression (21) a v e s  the functfonal dependence of pressure in tens i ty  "insidet1 
on boundary layer parameters for  a typical  case. The only quantity, not 
immediately available i s  h (6um/:h). It is  probable tha t  we sha l l  have t o  
await experimental data t o  define i ts  numerical value reliably. 
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IV. SPECIAL CASES 
1. Convected Turbulence 
Two authors ( r e f .  5 & 6) have recently suggested tha t  the boundary 
layer  pressure fluctuations a t  any point of the fuselage skin are caused 
essent ia l ly  by the passage over the point of a fixed ( i . e .  time inde- 
pendent) pat tern of pressure disturbances carried downstream a t  a fixed 
convective velocity. So f a r ,  experimental evidence i n  proof o r  disproof 
i s  lacking. However, it i s  interest ing t o  incorporate t h i s  special case 
i n  the general formulation which has been presented. Both the response 
of the plate  and the coupling of the plate  with the air a t  r e s t  must 
then be reconsidered. 
a )  The coupling of the plate  with air at r e s t  i n  the case of 
convected turbulence 
I f  a fixed spa t ia l  pressure dis t r ibut ion i s  carried downstream 
on the surface of the p la te ,  it i s  easy t o  show tha t  the ( i n f in i t e )  plate* 
response w i l l  be of the same kind, i . e . ,  t h a t  it w i l l  consist of ripples 
which a re  randomly dis t r ibuted i n  space but which t rave l  through the plate  
a t  the same comvective velocity as  the boundary layer disturbance. The 
determination of the pressure f i e l d  inside the fuselage i s  not i n  principle 
different  f o r  t h i s  case and has been carried out i n  Appendix I W .  The 
resu l t  i s  tha t  f o r  both subsonic moving ripples (with convection velocity 
U, 4 U L  ) and moderately supersonic ones: 
where 1) 1 Mi= - a* 
For higher supersonic speeds, the function of geometry and Mach number 
appearing as  an integral  i s  more complicated. The equation (1.10) above 
has the same form as  equation (6) .  On the other hand there i s  a sharp 
difference i n  terms of energy radiated by the plate  between the subsonic 
and the supersonic case, since no energy at all i s  radiated by subsonic 
r ipples  while the supersonic ones do generate some. One must, then, make 
*Here the presence of transversal bulkheads w i l l  change the picture 
because of multiple reflections of the ripple.  
WThis problem can also be viewed as  a steady (randomly bumpy) wing 
problem from the standpoint of a stationary observer. 
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a dist inct ion between the resul t s  i n  terms of pressure in tens i ty  (the 
quantity of pract ical  in teres t )  and in terms of energy radiation. !Fhis 
dist inct ion stems *om the fac t  t ha t  (as i s  pointed out on page 7) the 
acoustical f i e l d  investigated is t r u l y  a near f ie ld .  
b) The response of the plate  
According t o  the convective hypothesis, time i s  not an independent 
variable once the convective velocity U, i s  fixed. Translated i n  terms 
of the spectral density T (w,kl,k2) of the pressure uctuations, t h i s  
mesns tha t  TC (W ,kl ,k2) i s  zero, except when W s U,&, or  i n  non- , 
dimensional form, when Rs (UyUm)~ , .  We rewrite eguation (12) f o r  t h i a  
special case. 
Here 6 i s  the Dirac de l ta  m c t i o n  of the variable R . 
Then the plate  response becomes 
where 
Now i f  we assume as before tha t  I? i s  symmetric i n  K1 and % and 
substitute 
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we f ina l ly  get 
and 
T i ( B , & s e ,  h lb .1  s  do, ulk 
ch U e  
with 
&I0+ K%= ,- K t  
and 
The length scale X i s  indicated by the following dimensional argument. 
The mean correlation 1ene;th or  integral  scale i s  a weighted average 
of all wave lengths, so tha t  dimensionally 
I Since resonance duminates the plate  response, x i s  given fromthe 
p la te  response equation (equation 23) by the resonance condition 
A similar reasoning would have ylelded, i n  the non-convective case, 
h s ( ~ h b / ~ ~ ) x  instead of eq. (20). 
Combinin; (24) and (25) according t o  ( I  .lo) we notice tha t  we can 
s t i l l  write as  i n  equation (21). 
Here 6, i s  a weak f'unction of the Mach number as  seen from (1.10). 
2. The case of zero scale 
Under some circumstances it i s  possible t ha t  the  space average of 
the plate  motion vanishes, i . e . :  
' 0  
This does not mean that the normal accelerations at two neighboring points 
show no correlation, but t h a t  the 
correlation function becomes negative 
a s  indicated i n  Fig. (4) and i n  such J ! !  
a way t ha t  i t s  space in tegra l  vanishes. 
We can then consider the normal 
accelerations as  dipoles rather  than 
sources and we are  l e d  t o  a s l i gh t ly  
different  radiation problem. Appendix 
I C  shows, however, t h a t  i f  one defines 
a length &Ip such t h a t  
P 
FIGURE 4 
The resu l t s  a re  w a i n  ident ica l  in form with those of equation (6).  Here X' 
can be viewed as  the mean moment a m  of deflection moments. Alternatively 
one can redefine the in tegra l  scale as  
where c i s  a constant. Equation (27) can thus be used t o  define the 
in tegra l  scale i n  any event. 
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V. SUbQURY OF RESILTS AND DISCUSSION 
Appendix I discusses i n  addition t o  the cases mentioned i n  the t ex t  
a few examples which provide different  l imit ing conditions. Thus the 
observer i s  brought close t o  the plate  (Y<( ) .  A short time scale i s  
considered etc . . . . .  The common feature of a l l  these analyses i s  t ha t  the 
resulting mean noise in tens i ty  can always be represented, say by equation 
(26). We sha l l  therefore re ta in  t h i s  equation: 
a s  the most general statement t ha t  we can make at the present time. 
Here 
- 
= mean square noise in tens i ty  inside 
= air density inside 
CL; = speed of sound inside 
go = air density i n  the free stream 
6 = plate  density 
Uao = free stream velocity 
6 = boundary layer thickness 
2h = plate  t h i c k n e ~ s  
= viscous damping constant (of uni ts  l/tlme) 
Y = perpendicular distance between observer and fluelage 
2 = geometry of the plate  M; = Mach number UIA; 
For all but high supersonic veloci t ies  , the dependence. of 5 on Mi i s  
quite small and can be disregarded. The m c t i o n  8 (Y ,g) , a quantity 
which does not depend on the dpamics of the problem but only on i ts  
geometry should be modified t o  take in to  account the f a c t  t ha t  the 
fuselage i s  a cylinder and not a large flat plate .  
[Che form of the function S cannot be given here both because no 
ir&ormation i s  yet  available on boundary layer  pressure spectra and 
because S depends too c r i t i c a l l y  on the type of model assumed. How- 
ever, i f  i s  measured while any one of the four variables defining 
S (6 , Uw , c o r  h) i s  varied, then the f'unctional form of the  noise 
in tens i ty  inside a fuselage can be determined. Thus the main contribution 
of the analysis i s  t o  diminish the extent of the t e s t i ng  required. 
One of the conclusions which can be drawn from the foregoing equation 
is  tha t  unless the boundary layer  p r e s s k e  spectrum i s  a ve 
function of frequency (which would m&e S very sensitive t o  Y s p  ~h ) it 
i s  not prac t ica l  t o  decrease cabin noise by boundary layer  suction: Since 
the noise in tens i ty  i s  a weak function of boundary layer  thickness, 
decreasing appreciably cabin noise would involve the  removal of a 
prohibitive amount of air. 
Another conclusion i s  t h a t  increasing the damping is  a very effec- 
t i v e  way of l imit ing the production of noise of all frequencies, since 
the s t ructure transmits sounds essent ia l ly  by resonance. 
The analysis which has been presented del iberately omitted some of 
the features of the problem which would influence the resu l t s  and in t ro-  
duce new parameters. For instance, the fuselage of commercial airplanes 
is  usually subjected t o  an axia l  tension as  well a s  other loads. In 
addition the skin i s  curved. To account f o r  these features of the prob- 
lem one would introduce fur ther  terms i n  the d i f fe ren t ia l  equation 
describing the  p la te  and one could t r e a t  it in much the same way as  
has been done here. 
The general methods which have been used are  adaptable i n  addition 
t o  the study of a germane problem, the  fatigue of panels which a re  
buffeted by a turbulent boundary layer .  
A NOTE ON TESTmG 
The discussion of the various l imit ing solutions makes it c lear  
that f o r  the transmission of boundary layer  noise through a structure,  
the r a t i o  of outside (boundary layer)  noise t o  inside (cabin) noise i s  
i n  general a f b c t i o n  of boundery layer  as  well as  s t ruc tura l  character- 
i s t i c s .  
This i s  t o  say, f i r s t ,  t ha t  an attenuation coefficient cannot be 
defined by t e s t i ng  the s t ructure alone with a standard noise source. 
Thus accurate t e s t i ng  requires a t  the outset that the model be tes ted  
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fo r  transmission of a noise similar t o  boundary layer noise. The main 
property of such a noise, as  we have seen i s  tha t  it must be random i n  
space as well as  i n  time, which precludes the use of one o r  a few 
concentrated sources as noise generators. The only proper substitutes 
fo r  boundary layer pressure fluctuations are forcing functions whose 
effects  on a fuselage are local.* The Impact of water drops f o r  instance 
might be found adequate simulation. Further, s imilar i ty  i n  tes t ing  
requires the matching of parameters which are ra t ios  of plate  and forcing 
function properties. For instance i f  the forcing function used i n  the 
t e s t  i s  a turbulent boundary layer,  s imilar i ty  parameters a re :  
mi6 i s  not t rue  of j e t  noise wZlich i s  generated away from the fuselage. 
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TBE RANWM RADIATION OF A PLANE SURFACE : 
A. FOUR LIMITING CASES 
In order t o  determine the coupling between fuselage vibrations and 
cabin air one has t o  choose e. model fo r  the correlation # between the 
normal accelerations a t  two different  points of the p la te .  The model 
which was discussed and for  which equation (4) was made plausible i s  
predicated upon two conditions: 
A. That the observer i s  d i s tan t  enough so tha t  a large number 
of plate  elements vibrating independently contribute sound 
i n  comparable amounts, i . e . 
A 4<Y 
Here as  before, h i s  the integral  (length) scale fo r  the plate  
normal accelerations md  Y i s  the perpendicular distance between 
the observer and the plate .  
13. That the time scale of the phenomenon i s  large enough so tha t  
the differences i n  phase (introduced by the. unequal distance 
from the point a t  Y t o  the various points of a plate  element 
of length ) are unimportant, i . e .  
&i i s  the speed of sound i n  the fuselage air, and 8 i s  the 
integral  (time) scale f o r  the phenomenon: 
Then one can choose a simple model fo r  the correlation function $ 
where s i s  the de l ta  function. The normal accelerations are assumed 
perfectly correlated within a length 3\ and not a t  all fo r  distances 
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greater than h . Then 
and upon integrating 
which i s  equation (4).  ~ h l s  case, )A cc Y ; I )  44 0; ) 
corresponds t o  the following condit I ons . The passenger ( o r  the microphone) 
i s  f a r  from the p la te  ( i n  terms of h ) , the boundary layer  i s  t u c k  and 
the airplane veloci t ies  low. One may well wonder about cases f o r  wfiich 
these conditions do not apply. While it appears d i f f i c u l t  t o  answer such 
a query with generality it i s  possible t o  consider other l imi t ing  cases. 
For instance l e t  us assume tha t  condition 2 s t i l l  applies but t h a t  
our observer is  extremely close t o  the p la te .  This would correspond t o  
the following physical case: A t h in  fuselage skin; a thick boundary 
- layer,  a low airplane velocity and we are  measuring noise by placing a 
microphone very close t o  the skin and insulat ing it on a l l  sides except 
the side which faces the sldn. Then 'A 7,Y ; h 4  . 
BOUNDARY LAY€'&' TU/CKNCSS 
- 
Under these conditions the noise at the microphone i s  contributed primarily 
from a single p la te  element which i n  the average vibrates i n  phase. The 
evaluation of t h i s  contribution i s  par t icu lar ly  simple. We csn m i t e ,  very 
nearly 
. 
and 
I f ,  f o r  the sake of definiteness,  we assume the element circular ,  then 
and since h )7 Y it i s  permissible t o  write 
The pressure in tens i ty  i s  therefore given as  
Thus Eq. (6) applies fo r  the very close as  well a s  f o r  the very f a r  
f i e l d  when phase e f fec ts  are not important ( ( d e a l ) .  
Now assume tha t  we carry on the same experiment but tha t  the boundary 
layer  i s  t h in  and tha t  the velocity of the airplane i s  high so tha t  the 
exciting frequencies are high. Let us assume i n  addition t h a t  the skin 
is  thick, so tha t  Y 44A; t@ LL h/&; . 
FUSELAGE 
SKIN 
I N B  RY LAYER 
T JC RUE 
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Now the time scale of the p la te  motion i s  short and phase e f fec ts  are  
prevalent. We define a simple time h is tory  i n  analogy t o  the space 
description of Eq. (1.1) 
The microphone s t i l l  receives signals effect ively only from one p la te  
element and all points within tha t  element vibrate i n  phase but the 
pressure pulses originating from t h a t  element do not arrive a t  the 
microphone i n  the same time. Then: 
A' i s  s implyh  . Equation (1.3) i s  evaluated by noticing tha t :  
Here f; are the r e e l  roots of g($) = 0 W c h  are included i n  the in te rva l  
between and and b. We only have one root,  = r2. I f  we choose 
t o  integrate ,  say, v i t h  respect t o  sg f i r s t n ~ ~ t r t a s s u m i n g  a ain tha t  
the element i s  c i rcu lar  
and according t o  (1.4) the inner in tegra l  ylelds:  
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so tha t  
The time scale appears expl ic i t ly  In  the answer. For the unbounded plate  
however it i s  simply proportional. t o  J/u- just a s  the time scale f o r  the 
boundary layer  pressure fluctuations.  
Finally we may consider a physical case fo r  which phase effects  are 
important and for  which the microphone has been placed a large distance 
awayfromthepla te .  i . e . :  W 4~ A/&*- j ' h C 4  Y 
- SOWa4RY LAYER 
MICROPHONE 
FIGURE 7 
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Now the contribution from each sub-element of vibrating plate  i s  s t i l l  
i n  the average independent from tha t  of the ncxt one. However, there are  
i n  addition cancellations from within one element just  a s  i n  the previous 
case. This wil l  happen i f  the boundary layer  i s  th in ,  the airplane 
velocity i s  high s m a l l )  and the observer is  far from the fuselage w a l l .  
In order t o  evaluate this l imit ing case we f i r s t  specify the time 
behavior of the correlat ion f'unction: we write 
so t h a t  
and we integrate  f i r s t  with respect t o  9% . Using the same techniques a s  
i n  the previous example, we get:  
d.5, &r 
CI 0 
Now we assume t h a t  
'L I 
Integrating v l t h  respect t o  Q2, Q1,fl successively: 
For a circular  plate  of radius R ,  t h i s  would give 
In  general, and defining 
a function of the plate  geometry and of the distance Y only, we have 
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B. TE3 NOISE GENERATED BY S m  RIPPLES OF FCCED .VELOCITY: 
If the turbulence pa t te rn  i s  frozen, as  discussed i n  section I V - 1  
r ipples w 3 . U  t rave l  through the ( in f in i t e )  skin at a f ixed convective 
velocity. Then the correlation fknction m u s t  be wri t ten different ly:  
&ere Uc i s  the speed of propagation of the r ipple  (turbulence 
convective speed) and therefore 
- 
where now 
NL = d , tat=+ %L'%+YZ 
k- s v p t  3,- +yL 
The inner Integral  i s  of the form 
which can be written 
as i n  part A. The expression 
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has e i ther  one o r  two real roots depending a s  M,<1 or q>\ retlpectively. 
" 
For M,( \ , the only r e a l  root i s  
and thus the inner in tegra l  ylelds 
so t h a t  : 
- 
[ ba) d <&r'l 
er- a, [ &I+ 14~2;) 
notice t ha t  equation (1.10a) above tends t o  equation (4) f o r  low 
convective speeds. 
/ I For 7 1 , (1.9) has, i n  addition t o  the root XI r , another 
root given by 
It i s  easy t o  show tha t  this root ex is t s  for  dl values of <. In order t o  
simplify the integration l e t  us assume s l igh t ly  supersonic conditions; i .e .  
let us write 
MIS I tf 
where 
Then 
and 
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and the inner integral. = 
so that f o r  the supersonic case: 
A resu l t  which i s  save for  a constant coefficient the same as 1.10s. 
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APPENDIX I 
C. THE GENERATION OF NOISE BY PIXE DEFZECTIONS OF ZERO S C m  
If the space average of t h e  correlation function i s  zero and i f  
the p la te  vibrations axe isotropic i n  x1  and z 1  one can define a new 
length scale as a moment arm: 
4 
( sa i s  a fixed point) 
a l ternat ively one can define a modlfied inte-a.1 scale 
Here 
ch' 
where c i s  a constant. 
Then, one can idealize the correlation function a s  
provided 
4)' hi44ce,at 
It follows tha t  
and integrating with resp'iit t o  8 1 
Now, unless a o r  b = 0 
I 
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and thus 
If there i s  a (time) microscale 
P ( 0 )  re 
and 
Here the plate  has been assmed circular  and R i s  i ts  diameter. 
APPENDIX I1 
THE SIMPLIFICATION OF THE PLATE RESPONSE INTEGRAL 
(~Quation 16) . 
We consider the approximation equation 
K ~ K  - K ~ K  (16) 
The right-hand side is cleoxly unbounded as the damping constant -+ 0 
since its value is explicitly proportional to 1//8 (see for instance 
Eq.(18)). On the other hand the difference between-the left and the 
right-hand integrals is finite for P = 0 .  To show this we write 
Then the left-hand side becomes for P = 0 
and the right-hand side becomes for = 0 
Now 
so that the difference D between expressions (In) and (112) is 
IIIhis expression is finite and of course independent of f l  so that we can 
conclude that the left-hand integral of (16) is unbounded for = 0. : 
Further, it is clear that D is a regular function o f p  so that the ratPo 
of the left-hand side to the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be made ar- 
bitrarily close to unity, by choosing arbitrarily s m a Y p .  If a correc- 
tion is desired a numerical check indicates that Eq. (114) gives a good 
approximation to the error made even with moderately large w i n g .  
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T E  EVALUATION O F  TRE INTEGRAJA SCALE 
O u r  s t a r t i ng  point is Eq. (ll). In terms of non-dimensional variables 
it becomes 
- 
We.now simplify the denominator by writing successively 
Then we define 
Equation (1112) can now be written 
and i f  we replace I$ by i t s  value at resonance,* namely 
* The just i f icat ion for  that step i s  ident ical  t o  tha t  advanced i n  
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We can write 
If we compare (1113) to (18) we get immediately - 
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